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[url="http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/cea/"]Council
Economics - US
of Economic Affairs[/url]
[url="http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/"]Federal
Economics - US
Reserve of St. Louis[/url]
[url="http://liber8.stlouisfed.org/iesd/"]International
Economics - US
Economics Statistics Database[/url]
[url="http://www.bls.gov/"]Bureau of Economics - US
Labor Statistics[/url]
[url="http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/"]Office
Economics - US
of Management and Budget[/url]
[url="http://www.conference-board.org/economics/"]The
Economics - US
Conference Board[/url]
[url="http://elsa.berkeley.edu/~saez/"]Emmanuel
Economics
Saez[/url]
[url="http://www.econbrowser.com/"]Econbrowser[/url]
Economics
[url="http://www.optimist123.com/optimist/"]The
Economics
Skeptical Optimist[/url]
[url="http://www.rgemonitor.com/"]RGE
Economics
Monitor[/url]
[url="http://www.becker-posner-blog.com/"]The
Economics
Becker-Posner Blog[/url]
[url="http://www.oswego.edu/~economic/blogs.htm"]Economics
Economics
Blogs[/url]
[url="http://dsbb.imf.org/Applications/web/sddscountrylist/"]IMF
Economics
- Dissemination Standards Bulletin
[url="http://www.measuringworth.com/index.php"]Measuring
Economics
Board[/url]
Worth[/url]
[url="http://www.latin-focus.com/"]LatinFocus[/url]
Economics - Global
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[url="http://141.211.142.26/"]All
Economics - Global
China Data[/url]
[url="http://www.fda.gov/default.htm"]FDA[/url]
Health/Medical

18

[url="http://www.avert.org/aids-statistics.htm"]Avert-AIDS[/url]
Health/Medical
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The Council of Economic Advisers, an agency within the Executive
Office of the President, is charged with offering the President objective
FRED® (Federal Reserve Economic Data) is a database of 20,070
economic advice on the formulation of both domestic and international
U.S. economic time series. With FRED® you can download data in
economic
The
International
policy. The
Economic
Council
Statistics
bases its
Database
recommendations
simplifies the
andsearch
analysis
Microsoft Excel and text formats and view charts of data series.
on economic
for
worldwide research
economicand
indicators.
empirical
The
evidence,
database
using
provides
the best
links
data
to
The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) is the principal fact-finding agency
available to
individual
indicators
support the
(such
President
as GDPinand
setting
CPI)our
for nation's
each country,
economic
as well
for the Federal Government in the broad field of labor economics and
policy.
as
OMB
a detailed
is tasked
description
with givingofexpert
the data.
advice
Descriptions
to senior White
are searchable
House officials
by
statistics. Their reports and other products cover a broad range of
title,a country,
on
range of subject,
topics relating
and keyword.
to federal
The
policy,
links are
management,
checked regularly
legislative,
to
topics
The
Conference
including the
Board
U.S.operates
labor market,
as a global
economy,
independent
and society.
membership
maintain accuracy.
regulatory,
and budgetary
Indicators
issues.
are continually added.
organization working in the public interest. It publishes information and
Professor of Economics from the University of California, Berkeley
analysis, makes economics-based forecasts and assesses trends, and
facilitates
A
blog providing
learning
analysis
by creating
of current
dynamic
economic
communities
conditions
of interest
and policy
that
bring together senior executives from around the world.
A blog providing analysis of current economic conditions and policy
RGE Monitor delivers ahead-of-the-curve global economic insights that
financial professionals need to know.
A blog providing analysis of current economic conditions and policy
Compilation of blog providing analysis of current economic conditions
and policy
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is an organization of 186
countries, working to foster global monetary cooperation, secure
Makes available to the public historical data on important economic
financial stability, facilitate international trade, promote high
aggregates, with particular emphasis on nominal measures.
employmentisand
LatinFocus
the sustainable
first stop foreconomic
professionals
growth,
seeking
and reduce
reliablepoverty
business
around the
research
information
world
on Latin American economies. Since its
The China Data Center at the University of Michigan is an international
conception in 1998, the LatinFocus website has become one of the
Center designed to advance the study and understanding of China. A
fastest
The
FDA
growing
is responsible
and mostforessential
protecting
economic
the public
and
health
financial
by assuring
information
the
primary goal of the Center is the integration of historical, social and
sourcesefficacy,
safety,
for Latinand
America
security
on of
thehuman
web. and veterinary drugs, biological
natural science
AVERT
is an international
data in a geographic
HIV and AIDS
information
charity based
system,
in where
the UK,
spatial
products, medical devices, our nation’s food supply, cosmetics, and
and temporal
working
to AVERT
references
HIV and
areAIDS
maintained
worldwide.
through a relational database.
products that emit radiation.
AVERT has HIV and AIDS projects in countries where there is a
particularly high rate of infection, such as the countries of southern
Africa, or where there is a rapidly increasing rate of infection such as in
India.
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[url="http://www.who.int/en/"]WHO[/url]
Health/Medical
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[url="http://www.guttmacher.org/"]Guttmacher
Health/Medical
Institute[/url]
[url="http://www.fpnotebook.com/about.htm"]Family
Health/Medical
Practice Notebook[/url]
[url="http://www.dartmouthatlas.org/index.shtm"]Dartmouth
Health/Medical
Atlas of Health Care[/url]
[url="http://www.cdc.gov/"]Centers Health/Medical
for Disease Control and
Prevention[/url]
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WHO is the directing and coordinating authority for health within the
We also take AIDS education and information to people in almost every
United Nations system. It is responsible for providing leadership on
country
The
Guttmacher
in the world
Institute
through
advances
our websexual
site, www.avert.org,
and reproductive
thehealth
world's
global health matters, shaping the health research agenda, setting
most popular
worldwide
through
AIDSan
website.
interrelated program of social science research,
norms and
Derived
from
standards,
a peripheral
articulating
brain collection
evidence-based
of medical
policy
notes
options,
and is
public education and policy analysis. For nearly four decades,
providing
divided
over
technical
4316 topics
support
within
to countries
616 chapters
and monitoring
and 31 subspecialty
and assessing
GuttmacherAtlas
Dartmouth
has demonstrated
Project has documented
that scientific
glaring
evidence
variations
— when
in how
reliably
health trends.
books.
Information is gleaned from reputable sources, referenced
collectedresources
medical
and analyzed,
are distributed
compellingly
andpresented
used in the
and
United
systematically
States. The
where possible,
Collaborating
to taken
createfrom
the expertise,
lectures and
information,
workshops,
andpeer
tools
reviewed
that people
disseminated
project
uses Medicare
— can make
data atodifference
provide comprehensive
in policies, programs
information
and and
articles
and
communities
and bulletins,
needand
to protect
key texts.
their health – through health
medical practice.
analysis
about national, regional, and local markets, as well as
promotion, prevention of disease, injury and disability, and
individual hospitals and their affiliated physicians.
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[url="http://www.ctj.org/"]Centers Tax
for Tax Justice[/url]
[url="http://www.citymayors.com/"]City
Cities/States
Mayors[/url]
[url="http://www.city-data.com/"]CityCities/States
Data[/url]
[url="http://www.sustainlane.com/"]Sustainlane[/url]
Environmental
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[url="http://www.earth-policy.org/Indicators/index.htm"]Earth
Environmental
Policy Institute[/url]
[url="http://www.epa.gov/"]US
Environmental
Environmental Protection
[url="http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html"]National
Environmental
Agency[/url]
Climatic Data Center[/url]
[url="http://www.noaa.gov/"]NOAA[/url]
Environmental
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[url="http://www.unionstats.com/"]UnionStats[/url]
Employment
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[url="http://www.ce.org/"]Consumer Retail and Commerce
and Electronics Association[/url]
[url="http://www.freedoniagroup.com/"]The
Retail and Commerce
Freedonia Group[/url]
[url="http://www.motorintelligence.com/m_frameset.html"]Motor
Retail and Commerce
Intelligence[/url]
[url="http://www.commerce.gov/"]USRetail and Commerce
Department of Commerce[/url]
[url="http://www.nhc.org/housing/chp-index/"]Center
Housing
for Housing Policy[/url]
[url="http://www.census.gov/const/www/newressalesindex.html"]New
Housing
Home Sales[/url]
[url="http://www.fhfa.gov/"]Federal Housing
Housing Finance Agency[/url]
[url="http://www.internetworldstats.com/"]Internet
Technology
World Stats[/url]
[url="http://www.informatm.com/itmgcontent/icoms"]Informa
Technology
Telecoms and Media[/url]
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Citizens for Tax Justice, founded in 1979, is a 501 (c)(4) public interest
research and advocacy organization focusing on federal, state and
City Mayors is an international think tank for urban affairs, consisting of
local tax policies and their impact upon our nation. CTJ's mission is to
professionals working together to promote strong and prosperous cities
give ordinary
Research
anypeople
city, zipa code,
greater
orvoice
neighborhood
in the development
for any reason.
of tax laws.
as well as good local government.
SustainLane.com is the web's largest people-powered guide to
sustainable living. The hub of SustainLane Media's offerings,
The Earth Policy Institute was founded by Lester Brown in May 2001 to
SustainLane.com is filled with personal accounts of how-tos, news, and
provide a vision of a sustainable future and a plan for how to get from
local
At
laboratories
business and
located
product
throughout
reviewsthe
fornation,
sustainable
the EPA
living.
identifies and
here to there.
tries to solve environmental problems. To learn even more, they share
NCDC is the world's largest active archive of weather data. NCDC
information with other countries, private sector organizations, academic
produces numerous climate publications and responds to data requests
institutions,
From
daily weather
and other
forecasts,
agencies.
severe storm warnings and climate
from all over the world.
monitoring to fisheries management, coastal restoration and supporting
The Union Membership and Coverage Database is an Internet data
marine commerce, NOAA’s products and services support economic
resource providing private and public sector labor union membership,
vitalityisand
CEA
the industry
affect more
authority
than one-third
on market
of research
America’sand
gross
forecasts;
domestic
coverage, and density estimates compiled from the Current Population
product. surveys; legislative and regulatory news; engineering
consumer
Survey
The
Freedonia
(CPS), aGroup
monthly
is ahousehold
leading international
survey, using
business
BLS methods.
research
standards; training resources and more.
company, founded in 1985, that publishes more than 125 industry
Autodata Corporation has grown to become the benchmark source of
research studies annually. The industry analysis provides an unbiased
custom automotive statistical data, market intelligence and analysis to
outlook and
Gathers
economic
a reliable
andassessment
demographic
of data
an industry
for business
and includes
and government
product
the OEMs, Wall Street Analysts and financial institutions.
and market forecasts,
decision-making,
issuing
industry
patents
trends,
and trademarks,
threats and and
opportunities,
helping to set
NHC’s research affiliate, the Center for Housing Policy, specializes in
competitive
industrial
standards.
strategies, market share determinations and company
developing solutions through research. In partnership with NHC and its
profiles. on New Home Sales form the US Census.
Statistics
members, the Center works to broaden understanding of the nation’s
housing challenges
Provides
effective supervision,
and to examine
regulation
the impact
and housing
of policies
mission
and
programs of
oversight
developed
Fannie Mae,
to address
Freddiethese
Mac needs.
and the Federal Home Loan
Internet World Stats is an International website that features up to date
Banks to promote their safety and soundness, support housing finance
world Internet Usage, Population Statistics and Internet Market
and affordable
Informa
Telecoms
housing,
& Media
andissupport
the leading
a stable
provider
and liquid
of business
mortgage
Research Data, for over 233 individual countries and world regions.
market.
intelligence
to global telecoms and media markets.

Their aim is to provide actionable, strategic advice and forecasting on
all aspects of converging mobile, fixed, entertainment and IT markets.
[url="http://www.elsblog.org/"]Emperical
Legal
The ELS blog will advance productive and interdisciplinary discourse
Legal Studies[/url]
among empirical legal scholars.
[url="http://www.cagw.org/site/PageServer?pagename=homepage"]Citizens
Watchdogs
CAGW is a private, non-partisan, non-profit organization representing
Against Government Waste[/url]
more than one million members and supporters nationwide. CAGW's
[url="http://www.transparency.org/"]Transparency
Watchdogs
Transparency International, the global civil society organisation leading
mission is to eliminate waste, mismanagement, and inefficiency in the
International[/url]
the fight against corruption, brings people together in a powerful
federal government.
worldwide coalition to end the devastating impact of corruption on men,
[url="http://www.calvert-henderson.com/index.htm"]C-H
Backgrounders
women
The
Calvert-Henderson
and children around
Quality
the of
world.
Life Indicators are a contribution to
Quality of Life Indicators[/url]
TI’s worldwide
the
mission is effort
to create
to develop
changecomprehensive
towards a worldstatistics
free of corruption.
of national
[url="http://www.businesspov.com/"]Business
Backgrounders
BusinessPOV.com is an online video magazine featuring completely
well-being that go beyond traditional macroeconomic indicators. A
POV[/url]
original, locally produced video profiles of companies, people and
[url="http://www.globalissues.org/"]Global
Backgrounders
systems
The
issues
approach
discussed
is used
range
tofrom
illustrate
trade,
the
poverty
dynamic
andstate
globalization,
of our social,
to
products that drive innovation and entrepreneurship in Chicago and
Issues[/url]
economic
human
rights,
and geopolitics,
environmental
the quality
environment,
of life. The
and dimensions
much more.of
Spread
life
[url="http://www.cfr.org/publication/by_type/backgrounder.html"]Council
Backgrounders
beyond.
CFR
has promoted understanding of foreign policy and America’s role
examined
over
theseinclude:
articles,education,
there are over
employment,
7,000 links
energy,
to external
environment,
articles, web
on Foreign Relations[/url]
in the world since its founding in 1921. It does this in a variety of ways:
[url="http://www.twnside.org.sg/"]Third
Backgrounders
health,World
sites,
Third
reports
human
Network
and
rights,
analysis
(TWN)
income,
toishelp
infrastructure,
an independent
provide credence
national
non-profit
tosecurity,
theinternational
arguments
public
by convening meetings at which government officials, global leaders,
World Network[/url]
safety,on
made
network
re-creation
ofthis
organisations
web site.
and shelter.
and individuals involved in issues relating to
[url="http://www.jjhill.org/"]James J. Libraries
and CFR
The
James
members
J. Hill Reference
debate major
Library
foreign-policy
is a private issues;
non-profit
by business
operating a
development, Third World and North-South affairs.
Hill Reference Library[/url]
think tank library,
reference
that is home
located
to in
theSaint
world’s
Paul,
most
MN.prominent
Since 1921,
scholars
the Hill
ofLibrary
[url="http://www.sfpl.org/"]San
Libraries
The San Francisco Public Library
international
has
housed aaffairs;
world-class
by sponsoring
collectionTask
of practical
Forces business
and commissioning
information
Francisco Public Library[/url]
[url="http://www.heritage.org/research/nationalsecurity/"]Heritage
War/Conflict/Defense
books
resources
The
Heritage
and and
reports;
Foundation
is considered
and byispublishing
the
onenation’s
of theForeign
most
most comprehensive
broadly
Affairs, supported
the leading
business
public
Foundation[/url]
journalresearch
libraries
policy
ofinglobal
the country.
institute,
politics.It with
was more
founded
thanby465,000
one of the
individual,
nation'sfoundation
true
[url="http://www.iraqbodycount.org/"]Iraq
War/Conflict/Defense
Iraq Body Count is an ongoing human security project which maintains
business
and
corporate
pioneers,
donors.
James
Heritage,
J. Hill,founded
in order in
toFebruary
provide others
1973, with
has a staff
Body Count[/url]
and updates the world’s largest public database of violent civilian
[url="http://www.antiwar.com/"]Antiwar.com[/url]
War/Conflict/Defense
relevant
of
Source
244 and
for
and
antiwar
ancredible
expense
news,
information.
budget
viewpoints,
of $61and
million.
activities.
deaths during and since the 2003 invasion. The count encompasses
[url="http://www.cdi.org/research/index.cfm"]Center
War/Conflict/Defense
non-combatants
The
Center for Defense
killed byInformation
military or paramilitary
(CDI) provides
action
expert
andanalysis
the
on
for Defense Information[/url]
breakdown
various
components
in civil security
of U.S.following
nationalthe
security,
invasion.
international security and
[url="http://www.thebulletin.org/minutes-to-midnight/timeline.html"]Bulletin
War/Conflict/Defense
The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists informs the public about threats to
defense policy. CDI promotes wide-ranging discussion and debate on
of Atomic Scientists[/url]
the survival and development of humanity from nuclear weapons,
[url="http://www.humansecuritycentre.org/"]Human
War/Conflict/Defense
security
The
Human
issues
Security
such as
Report
nuclear
Project
weapons,
(HSRP)
space
is ansecurity, missile
climate change, and emerging technologies in the life sciences.
Security Center[/url]
defense, small arms and
independently-funded
research
militarycentre.
transformation.
The HSRP’s research is
[url="http://users.erols.com/mwhite28/index.htm"]Matthew
War/Conflict/Defense
Data atlas
predicated on the assumption that effective policy should be based on
White[/url]
informed analysis which is in turn based on accurate and reliable data.
The HSRP seeks to support the policy community by addressing
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[url="http://www.globalsecurity.org/index.html"]Globalsecurity.org[/url]
War/Conflict/Defense

GlobalSecurity.org is the leading source of background information and
developing news stories in the fields of defense, space, intelligence,
[url="http://www.doe.gov/"]US
Energy
US Department of Energy
WMD, and homeland security.
Department of Energy[/url]
[url="http://www.electricdrive.org/"]Electric
Energy
EDTA is the preeminent US industry association dedicated to the
Drive Transportation
promotion of electric drive as the best means to achieve the highly
[url="http://www.cleanedge.com/"]Clean
Energy
Clean Edge, Inc., founded in 2000, is the world’s first research and
Association[/url]
efficient and clean use of secure energy in the transportation sector.
Edge[/url]
publishing firm devoted to the clean-tech sector. The company, via its
[url="http://www.norcalsolar.org/index.php"]Norcal
Energy
NorCal Solar is a non-profit educational organization whose mission is
publications, events, and online services, helps companies, investors,
Solar[/url]
to accelerate the use of solar energy technology through the exchange
[url="http://www.prometheus.org/"]Prometheus
Energy
and governments
Founded
in 2003, understand
the Prometheus
and profit
Institute
from
forclean
Sustainable
technologies. Clean
of information. Since 1975 this membership-based group has educated
Institute[/url]
Edge, with offices
Development
is a US-based
in the San non-profit
Franciscofocusing
Bay Areaonand
collecting
Portlandand
Oregon,
[url="http://www.solarbuzz.com/"]Solar
Energy
tens of thousands
Solarbuzz
providesofaCalifornians
range of services
about including
solar energy
standard
solutions
industry
through
offers unparalleled
disseminating
information
insight on
andallintelligence
types of technology
on emerging
andclean-tech
processes
Buzz[/url]
our events,
reports
and publications,
research andinformation
consultancycenter,
activities.
website,
We offer
and information
advocacy
[url="http://www.cftc.gov/"]CFTC[/url]Commodities
trends,
used
CFTC
inassures
opportunities,
promoting
the global
economic
andeconomic,
challenges.
utility ofindustrial,
the futures
and
markets
societalbysustainable
programs.
and
support designed for specialist use by companies and
development.their competitiveness and efficiency, protecting market
encouraging
[url="http://minerals.usgs.gov/ds/2005/140/"]USGS
Commodities
organizations
The
U.S. Geological
that need
Survey
a detailed
(USGS)
and
provides
comprehensive
information
understanding
to the public
participants against fraud, manipulation, and abusive trading practices,
Historical Stats[/url]
of the
and
tosolar
policy-makers
photovoltaic
concerning
market and
the industry.
current use and flow of minerals
[url="http://www.adherents.com/"]Adherents.com[/url]
Religion
and by ensuringisthe
Adherents.com
a growing
financialcollection
integrity of
ofthe
over
clearing
43,870process.
adherentThrough
and materials in the United States economy. The USGS collects,
effective oversight,
statistics
and religious
the geography
CFTC enables
citations:
the futures
references
markets
to published
to serve the
[url="http://www.regent.edu/general/library/subjects/divinity/statistics.cfm"]Regent
Religion
analyzes,
Here
you can
and find
disseminates
quantitative
minerals
data oninformation
many aspects
on most
of American
nonfuel
important function of providing
membership/adherent
statisticsaand
means
congregation
for price discovery
statistics and
for over
University[/url]
mineral including
religion
commodities.
church membership, clergy, congregations, and
[url="http://www.barna.org/"]Barna[/url]
Religion
offsetting
4,200
Barna
religions,
Group
priceis risk.
achurches,
visionarydenominations,
research and resource
religiouscompany
bodies, faith
located in
denominations on the national, state, and county levels.
groups, tribes,
Ventura,
California.
cultures,
The movements,
firm is widelyultimate
considered
concerns,
to be the
etc.leading
The
[url="http://www.thearda.com/"]ARDA[/url]
Religion
The Association of Religion Data Archives (ARDA) strives to
religions of
research
organization
the world are
focused
enumerated
on the intersection
here.
of faith and culture.
democratize access to the best data on religion.
[url="http://travel.state.gov/passport/services/stats/stats_890.html"]US
Global Travel
Statistics on US Passports
Passports Issued[/url]
[url="http://www.naa.org"]Newspaper
Media Associations
NAA is a nonprofit organization representing the $47 billion newspaper
Association of America[/url]
industry and more than 2,000 newspapers in the U.S. and Canada.
[url="http://www.cyark.org/"]CyArk[/url]
Cool Sites
CyArk is a non-profit entity whose mission is to digitally preserve
NAA members include daily newspapers, as well as non-dailies, other
cultural heritage sites through collecting, archiving and providing open
[url="http://nces.ed.gov/"]National Education
print National
The
publications
Center
andfor
on-line
Education
products.
Statistics
Headquartered
(NCES) is near
the primary
access to data created by laser scanning, digital modeling, and other
Center for Education Stats[/url]
Washington,
federal
entity D.C.,
for collecting
in Arlington,
and analyzing
Va., the Association
data related
focuses
to education.
on the
[url="http://epdc.org/default.aspx"]Education
Education
state-of-the-art
Provides
ready technologies.
access to current, comprehensive education data for
major issues that affect today’s newspaper industry: public policy/legal
Policy/Data Center[/url]
policy making and program management
[url="http://www.publiccharters.org/"]Public
Education
matters,
The
National
advertising
Alliancerevenue
for Public
growth
Charter
andSchools
audience
is development
the leading national
across
Charters[/url]
the medium’s
nonprofit
organization
broad portfolio
committed
of products
to advancing
and digital
the charter
platforms.
school
[url="http://www.aafrc.org/index.htm"]American
Philanthropy
Educates and engages members in the ethical delivery of counsel and
movement. Our goal is to increase the number of high-quality charter
Association of Fundraising
related services to non-profits through research, advocacy, and best
[url="http://www.philanthrophy.com/"]Philanthropy.com[/url]
Philanthropy
schools
The
Chronicle
available
of Philanthropy
to all families,is particularly
the newspaper
in disadvantaged
of the nonprofit world.
Council[/url]
practices.
communities
It
is the No. 1that
news
lack
source,
access
in to
print
quality
and online,
public schools.
for charity leaders, fund
[url="http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/"]Bureau
Crime
Collects, analyzes, publishes, and disseminates information on crime,
raisers, grant makers, and other people involved in the philanthropic
of Justice Statistics[/url]
criminal offenders, victims of crime, and the operation of justice
[url="http://ag.ca.gov/cjsc/statisticsdatatabs/dtabscrims.php"]California
Crime
enterprise.on crime in California
Statistics
systems at all levels of government. These data are critical to Federal,
Crime Statistics[/url]
[url="http://www.fema.gov/news/disaster_totals_annual.fema"]FEMA[/url]
Crime
State, and
FEMA
disaster
localdata
policymakers
by state, year,
in combating
etc.
crime and ensuring that
justice is both efficient and evenhanded.
[url="http://www.unodc.org/unodc/index.html"]UN
Crime
UNODC is a global leader in the fight against illicit drugs and
Office on Drugs and Crime[/url]
international crime. Established in 1997 through a merger between the
[url="http://www.sfgov.org/site/police_index.asp?id=19468"]San
Crime
Statistics on crime in San Francisco
United Nations Drug Control Programme and the Centre for
Francisco Crime Statistics[/url]
[url="http://www.prb.org/"]PopulationPopulation
International
The
Population
Crime
Reference
Prevention,
Bureau
UNODC
informs
operates
people in
around
all regions
the world
of the
Reference Bureau[/url]
world through
about
population,
an extensive
health, and
network
the environment,
of field offices.
and UNODC
empowers
relies
them
onto
[url="http://www.census.gov/popest/estimates.php"]US
Population
The Population Estimates Program publishes total resident population
voluntary
use
that information
contributions,
to advance
mainly from
the well-being
Governments,
of current
for 90 and
per cent
futureof its
Census Bureau - Population[/url]
estimates and demographic components of change (births, deaths, and
[url="http://www.alexa.com/"]Alexa[/url]
Internet
budget.
generations.
Alexa
Internet grew out of a vision of Web navigation that is intelligent
migration) each year.
and constantly improving with the participation of its users. Along the
[url="http://www.internetworldstats.com/"]Internet
Internet
Internet World Stats is an International website that features up to date
way Alexa has developed an installed based of millions of toolbars, one
World Statistics[/url]
world Internet Usage, Population Statistics and Internet Market
[url="http://www.commtouch.com/Site/ResearchLab/statistics.asp"]Spam
Internet
of the largestand
Information
Web
statistics
crawls regarding
and an infrastructure
outbreaks, and
to process
messaging
and serve
and
Research Data, for over 233 individual countries and world regions.
Stats[/url]
massive
Web
threats.
amounts of data.
[url="http://www.compete.com/"]Complete.com[/url]
Internet
Statistics on web site traffic
[url="http://www.littletechshoppe.com/ns1625/winchest.html"]Hard
Internet
Records the cost of hard drives over time
Drive Costs[/url]
[url="http://www.w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_stats.asp"]Browser
Internet
Records web browser statistics
Statistics[/url]
[url="http://anabubula.com/"]Anabubula[/url]
Information
Blog about technology and web life
[url="http://analyticjournalism.blogharbor.com/blog"]Institute
Information
for Analytical Journalism[/url]
[url="http://www.quantum4d.com/"]Quantum
Information
4D[/url]
[url="http://www.squidoo.com/inteltools"]Squidoo
Information
Intelligence Tools[/url]

Researching and developing non-traditional analytic methods and
communications tools for journalism.
Quantum4D, Inc. was founded to develop the next generation visual
interface to analyze and discover information and data. Today,
Squidoo is the popular publishing platform and community that makes it
Quantum4D introduces an entirely new framework to communicate
easy for you to create "lenses" online. Lenses are pages, kind of like
human intelligence - a flexible, yet powerful way to understand the
flyers or signposts or overview articles, that gather everything you know
nature of information and the way we perceive the world.
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Swivel's mission is to make data useful so people share insights, make
great decisions and improve lives.
[url="http://www.visual-io.com/"]Visual
Information
Visual i/o provides the industry’s first cloud-based, enterprise class
IO[/url]
immersive business analytics and visualization solution that maximizes
[url="http://www.wisegeek.com/"]Wise
Information
We are a team of researchers, writers and editors dedicated to
management decision-making and organizational performance.
Geek[/url]
providing clear and concise answers to common questions.
[url="http://www.zentation.com/"]Zentation.com[/url]
Information
Zentation provides a way to synchronize video uploaded to YouTube
with your PowerPoint. Zentation's technology allows for the easy
[url="http://www.ezinearticles.com/"]EzineArticles[/url]
Article Submission Sites
EzineArticles.com is a matching service -- bringing real-world experts
synchronization of your video and graphics without any technical
and ezine publishers together.
[url="http://www.goarticles.com/"]GoArticle Submission Sites
knowledge.
GoArticles.com
is an article search engine and directory with more than
Articles[/url]
1 million indexed articles and a membership exceeding 135,000
[url="http://www.articlecity.com/"]Article
Article Submission Sites
Source of free articles. ArticleCity has scoured the web and indexed a
authors
City[/url]
huge collection of articles on various subjects.
[url="http://www.surveysystem.com/index.html"]The
Surveying Sites
Creative Research Systems was founded in 1982 to provide software
Survey System[/url]
for market researchers, political pollsters, human resource
[url="http://www.formsite.com/"]Formsite[/url]
Surveying Sites
Surveying site
professionals, social scientists, and others who use questionnaires.
[url="http://www.hoover.org/"]HooverResearch/Thought Organizations By collecting knowledge, generating ideas, and disseminating both, the
Institute[/url]
Institution seeks to secure and safeguard peace, improve the human
[url="http://www.pfaw.org/"]People Research/Thought Organizations For over 25 years we've mobilized hundreds of thousands of
condition, and limit government intrusion into the lives of individuals.
for the American Way[/url]
Americans nationwide to fight for progressive values: equal rights,
[url="http://www.pewcenter.org/"]Pew
Research/Thought Organizations The Pew Center is an incubator for civic journalism experiments that
freedom of speech, religious liberty and equal justice under the law for
Center[/url]
enable news organizations to create and refine better ways of reporting
[url="http://www.worldbank.org/"]TheResearch/Thought Organizations The
everyWorld
American.
Bank is a vital source of financial and technical assistance
the news to re-engage people in public life.
World Bank[/url]
to developing countries around the world.
[url="http://www.economist.com/"]The
Research/Thought Organizations Economist.com is the premier online source for the analysis of world
Economist[/url]
business and current affairs, providing authoritative insight and opinion
[url="http://www.alacrawiki.com/index.php?title=Main_Page"]Alacra.com[/url]
General Information
The Alacra Wiki is a guide to business information companies,
on international news, world politics, business, finance, science and
publishers and databases.
[url="http://www.census.gov/"]Census
General Information
technology,
US
Census statistics
as well as overviews of cultural trends and regular industry,
Bureau[/url]
business and country special reports.
[url="https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/index.html"]CIA
General Information
The World Factbook provides information on the history, people,
World Factbook[/url]
government, economy, geography, communications, transportation,
[url="http://www.demographia.com/"]Demographia[/url]
General Information
International demographic statistics
military, and transnational issues for 266 world entities.
[url="https://www.usa.gov/statistics"]U.S.
General Information
Directory of U.S. data and statistical publications
Data and Statistics[/url]
[url="http://www.forbes.com/lists/"]Forbes
General Information
Forbes lists
Lists[/url]
[url="http://www.gallup.com/"]Gallup[/url]
General Information
Gallup has studied human nature and behavior for more than 70 years
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[url="http://www.geohive.com/default1.aspx"]Geohive[/url]
General Information
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[url="http://www.swivel.com/"]Swivel[/url]
Information

a site with geopolitical data, statistics on the human population, Earth
and more. The main kind of data you can find here is population
[url="http://www.indexmundi.com/"]Indexmundi[/url]
General Information
This site contains detailed country statistics, charts, and maps
statistics of regions, countries, provinces and cities. Next to that there
compiled from multiple sources.
[url="http://www.intute.ac.uk/"]Intute[/url]
General Information
are some
Intute
is a statistics
free online
onservice
economic
thatfactors
helps you
like to
wealth,
find the
infrastructure;
best web
statistics on
resources
fornatural
your studies
phenomena
and research.
[url="http://landmark-project.com/"]Landmark
General Information
Here you will find information and tools designed to help us redefine
Project[/url]
literacy for the 21st Century.
[url="http://www.undp.org/"]UN
General Information
UNDP is the UN's global development network, an organization
Development Programme[/url]
advocating for change and connecting countries to knowledge,
[url="http://oberon.sourceoecd.org/vl=2419367/cl=11/nw=1/rpsv/factbook/"]OECD:
General Information
Economic, Environmental and Social Statistics
experience and resources to help people build a better life.
Factbook[/url]
[url="http://www.worldmapper.org/index.html"]World
General Information
This website contains 696 maps, with associated information and PDF
Mapper[/url]
'poster' file. Each map relates to a particular subject.
[url="http://www.factcheck.org/"]Factcheck[/url]
Polling - Markets
A nonpartisan, nonprofit "consumer advocate" for voters that aims to
reduce the level of deception and confusion in U.S. politics. We monitor
[url="http://www.govtrack.us/"]Govtrack[/url]
Polling - Markets
We help you keep tabs on the U.S. Congress. This is the independent,
the factual accuracy of what is said by major U.S. political players in
nonpartisan website that started the "civic hacking" movement in the
[url="http://www.inklingmarkets.com/"]Inkling
Polling - Markets
the formis of
Inkling
a Chicago-based
TV ads, debates,
company
speeches,
thatinterviews
helps organizations
and news releases.
and
United States.
Markets[/url]
Our goal is tap
individuals
to apply
into the
thecollective
best practices
wisdom
of both
of their
journalism
employees,
and peers,
[url="http://www.ipsos-na.com/news/pa/presidentialRatings.cfm"]Ipsos[/url]
Polling - Markets
Our sole focus is survey-based research.
scholarship,
and
customers
andtotoimprove
increase
forecasting
public knowledge
processes,
andpredict
understanding.
key corporate
metrics, identify promising future innovations, and forge new
We specialize in advertising, customer loyalty, marketing, media, and
communication and collaboration channels.
public affairs research.
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[url="http://www.maplight.org/"]MAPLight[/url]
Polling - Markets
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[url="http://www.pollingreport.com/index.html"]PollingReport.com[/url]
Polling - Markets

MAPLight.org, a groundbreaking public database, illuminates the
connection between campaign donations and legislative votes in
unprecedented ways. Elected officials collect large sums of money to
run independent,
An
their campaigns,
nonpartisan
and theyresource
often pay back campaign contributors
withtrends
on
special
in access
American
and
public
favorable
opinion.
laws.
This common practice is contrary to the public interest, yet legal.
MAPLight.org makes money/vote connections transparent, to help
citizens hold their legislators accountable.
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[url="http://www.realclearpolitics.com/"]Real
Polling - Markets
Clear Politics[/url]
[url="http://stateoftheunion.onetwothree.net/"]State
Polling - Markets
of the Union Addresses[/url]
[url="http://www.techpresident.com/"]Tech
Polling - Markets
President[/url]
[url="http://www.baseball-reference.com/"]Baseball
Sports
Reference[/url]
[url="http://busmovie.typepad.com/ideoblog/"]Ideablog[/url]
General Blogs

RealClearPolitics.com (RCP) has become one of America’s premier
independent political web sites. Updated every morning and throughout
This project examines changes in the language of the State of the
the day, RCP culls and publishes the best commentary, news, polling
Union address over the past 200 years.
data, and links tocoverage
TechPresident's
importantisresources
expandingfrom
to cover
all points
everything
of the political
from how
compass and
President
Obama
covering
is using
all the
the important
web, to how
issues
campaigns
of the day.
at all levels are
Baseball statistics and history
RealClearPolitics
going
online, to how
hasvoters
become
arearesponding
trusted filter
and
forcreating
anyone their
interested
own in
politics.
user-generated
A
blog on ideas content.
A practical blog for impractical people.
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[url="http://blog.guykawasaki.com/"]Guy
General Blogs
Kawasaki[/url]
[url="http://www.tompeters.com/"]Tom
General Blogs
Peters[/url]
[url="http://www.stat-usa.gov/"]Stat-USA[/url]
Economics - US
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[url="http://www.worldmapper.org/index.html"]Worldmapper[/url]
General Information
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[url="http://www.beaconecon.com/Beaconomics/"]Beaconomics[/url]
Economics
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[url="http://www.c2er.org/"]C2ER[/url]
Community and Economic
C2ER-the Council for Community and Economic Research-is a
Research
membership organization created in 1961 to promote excellence in
[url="http://perotcharts.com/"]Perot Economy
PerotCharts.com was designed to provide information about the
community and economic research by working to improve data
Charts[/url]
economy and its relationship with Federal Government spending and
[url="http://mapscroll.blogspot.com/"]Map
Geography, Economy
availability,
A
Blog About
enhance
Maps and
datathe
quality,
Worldand foster learning about regional
borrowing.
Scroll[/url].
economic analytic methods. We accomplish our mission through
[url="http://www.google.com/publicdata/directory"]Google
General Information
Access to a broad range of public databases, including OECD
professional networks, training, advocacy, research, and delivering
Public Data Explorer[/url]
Factbook, Eurostat, World Bank, US Census Bureau, among others.
[url="http://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/features/GTD-Data-Rivers.aspx"]Global
Terrorism, War, Violence
innovative
The
GTD Data
products
Rivers
and
is services.
an interactive visual exploratory tool that
Terrorism Database Data
allows users to investigate temporal trends in terrorism in the Global
[url="http://www.sunlightlabs.com"]Sunlight
Open Data
Sunlight Labs is part of the Sunlight Foundation a non-profit, non
Rivers[/url]
Terrorism Database (GTD). The GTD Data Rivers aggregates
Labs[/url]
partisan Washington, DC based organization focused on digitization of
[url="http://fiftystates-dev.sunlightlabs.com/index.html#"]Fifty
Open Data
important
The
Fifty State
variables
Project
from
collects
the database
and makes
and available
visualizesdata
themabout
as a state
government data and making tools and websites to make it easily
State Project[/url]
comprehensible
legislative
activities,
stack
including
chart. bill summaries, votes, sponsorships,
[url="http://datasf.org/"]San
Open Data
accessible.
DataSF
is a clearinghouse
(6/15/10-tmp) of datasets available from the City & County
legislators, and committees. This data is gathered directly from the
Francisco City Data Sites[/url]
of San Francisco. Our goal in releasing this site is:
states and made available in a common format for interested
(1) improve access to data
developers, through a RESTful API and regular data dumps. To make
(2) help our community create innovative apps
working with the API easier, a Python client library is available.
(3) understand what datasets you'd like to see
(6/15/10-tmp)
(4) get feedback on the quality of our datasets.
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Management consulting leadership training development and project
management
STAT-USA/Internet, a service of the U.S. Department of Commerce, is
a single point of access to authoritative business, trade, and economic
Worldmapper is a collection of world maps, where territories are
information from across the Federal Government.
re-sized on each map according to the subject of interest.
There are now nearly 700 maps.
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Summaries

A quarterly economic forecast for the U.S. & California

